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INTRODUCTION
This report draws on a Public Agenda/USA TODAY/Ipsos Hidden Common Ground
nationally representative survey of American adults as well as four focus groups
exploring the views and values of the American public on health care, including how
much change people think the health care system needs, their goals and priorities for
changing it, and their views on various proposals for doing so.
The research finds that nearly all Americans across the political spectrum want the
health care system to change. Even people who currently have what they consider to
be satisfactory health insurance nonetheless think the system needs substantial change.
Americans across party lines also largely agree on what the goals for the health care
system ought to be -- starting with making it more affordable and ensuring that people
are not penalized for pre-existing conditions.
Republicans and Democrats differ from each other on how to achieve those goals
somewhat, while people who identify as Independents and those who have no political
affiliation typically fall somewhere in between. Few of these differences involve huge or
unbridgeable gaps. Moreover, for each of the four approaches to health care reform
that this survey asked people to consider (see Finding 3), around a quarter of
Americans say they do not have enough information to give an opinion, suggesting
that there is substantial room for public opinion to evolve as people learn more.
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The main findings from this research are:
1. Americans across political affiliations are calling for substantial changes to
the health care system, including those who are satisfied with their current
insurance.
2. Americans across the political spectrum share many of the same goals for
health care, beginning with making it more affordable for ordinary people -perhaps because half of Americans have experienced serious financial
difficulties due to health care or know someone who has. Other important
shared goals include covering pre-existing conditions and covering long-term
care.
3. The survey asked people to consider four approaches to health care reform.
Of those, a public option-type plan is supported by a majority of Democrats
while Republicans are split on it. A Medicare for All-type plan is also popular
with Democrats but opposed by most Republicans. A market-based
approach appeals to about half of Republicans and a plurality of
Democrats. Giving states more responsibility for health care garners the least
support overall.
4. As people grapple with the four approaches, common ground on protecting
people with pre-existing conditions emerges strongly. Democrats are more
comfortable with using tax increases to fund health care and with a larger
role for the federal government than Republicans are, while Republicans
particularly value consumer choice.
Given the public’s desire for substantial change in health care, findings from this survey
suggest that leaders should focus pragmatically on achieving the many goals that
attract strong cross-partisan agreement. While partisanship plays a role in influencing
how people believe these goals should be achieved, findings from this research
provide an outline for a workable public conversation about improving health care in
the United States. It is our hope that this report, along with the other Hidden Common
Ground activities that accompany it, can help focus, frame, stimulate, and contribute
to that conversation.
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METHODOLOGY IN BRIEF
This report summarizes findings from a nationally representative survey of 1,020 adult
Americans 18 years and older. The survey was fielded December 19-26, 2019 by Ipsos
using the probability-based web-enabled KnowledgePanel®. Respondents completed
the survey in English or Spanish. The survey was weighted to match Census figures to
ensure full representation of the American people.
The research also draws from four demographically diverse focus groups that Public
Agenda conducted in October 2019 in Baltimore, Maryland; Dallas, Texas; Earth City,
Missouri; and New Rochelle, New York. For a complete survey methodology, the topline
with full question wording and cross tabulations by political affiliation, please go to
https://www.publicagenda.org/reports/taking-the-pulse-where-americans-agree-onimproving-health-care or email research@publicagenda.org.
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FINDING 1:

A M E R I C A NS O F A L L P O L I T I C A L A FFI L I A T I O N S A R E C A L L I N G FO R
S UB S T A N T I A L C H A N GE S T O T H E H E A L T H C A R E SY ST E M , I N C L UD I N G T H O S E WH O A R E
S A T I S FI E D WI T H T H E I R C UR R E N T I N S UR A N C E .
A clear majority of Americans want to see significant changes to the American health
care system: 40 percent want to see major changes and another 22 percent want to
redesign it completely. Only 7 percent of Americans think the system should be left the
way it is; see Figure 1.1
This desire for change is shared across the political spectrum. Among Republicans,
Democrats, Independents and people who are apolitical, around 6 in 10 say the system
needs major changes or a complete redesign. However, retirees and people over 55
are significantly less likely to seek a complete redesign.

1

The Independent subgroup includes those who self-identify as Independents (N=215) or (in a small handful of
cases) with another party (N=11). The “apolitical” subgroup includes those who have no preference towards
political affiliation (N=150) or skipped the question (N=4), “Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as…”.
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In the focus groups conducted for this research, participants expressed outrage and
frustration regarding the health care system and made clear their strong desire for
change.2
“It is an urgent problem and it’s getting worse.” – Earth City, MO; in his 70s; White; Republican
“There’s so many parts to the system that are broken.” – Dallas, TX; in her 30s; White; Republican
“Why don’t we just knock it down and start over?” – Dallas, TX; in her 30s; Black; Independent
“If you make minor changes you only get minor improvements. I think we as Americans just need to be
open to the idea that we might have to break down the system to see improvement.” – Dallas, TX; in his
30s; Asian; Independent

EVEN PEOPLE WHO ARE SATISFIED WITH THEIR CURRENT INSURANCE WANT THE HEALTH
CARE SYSTEM TO CHANGE .
People’s stated satisfaction with their own insurance coverage belies opinions about
the nation’s health care system as a whole. Among the nearly half of Americans who
describe their current health insurance as excellent or very good, just over half (54
percent) nonetheless believe the health care system needs major changes or a
complete redesign. This includes nearly equal proportions of Republicans, Democrats,
Independents and apolitical individuals who describe their insurance as excellent or
very good but nonetheless believe the system needs to change substantially.
Focus group participants often expressed their feelings of insecurity with the health care
system, particularly regarding the financial toll it exacts on them and their families.
“The system works to some degree. But the system picks and chooses who it works for. I thought at one
point that I had very good health care. But the rug gets pulled out from under you and then you’re
struggling.” – Baltimore, MD; in his 60s; White; Republican
“The opportunities and the good fortune that some of us have been given are not available to everybody
out there. Not everybody has insurance through a job.” – New Rochelle, NY; in his 50s; White; Republican
“People are tied to jobs they can’t leave. They can’t divorce. If someone is diagnosed with a condition,
then a pre-existing condition will prevent them from being covered in the future. I think there should be
some basic level of health care provided to everybody regardless of employment. Because you can easily
become unemployed.” – Baltimore, MD; in her 40s; Asian; Democrat

2

Focus group quotes have been minimally edited for clarity.
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“There are people who have access to health care but then they don’t have the means to afford care.” –
Earth City, MO; in his 30s; Asian; Independent
“I have little kids. My deductible is like $6,000 or $7,000. A couple of clinics that pop up are nice but when
they can’t do x-rays then you’re paying for this place and you have to go over here and pay for that place,
I mean those costs are adding up. Why do they have this stuff if you can’t really benefit from it?” – Earth
City, MO; in her 30s; Latina; Republican
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FINDING 2:

A M E R I C A NS A C R O S S T H E P O L I T I C A L S P E C T R UM S H A R E M A NY O F T H E
S A M E GO A L S FO R H E A L T H C A R E , B E GI N N I N G WI T H M A K I N G I T M O R E A FFO R D A B L E FO R
O R D I N A RY P E O P L E - - P E R H A P S B E C A US E H A L F O F A M E R I C A N S H A V E E X P E R I E N C E D
S E R I O US F I N A N C I A L D I FFI C UL T I E S D UE T O H E A L T H C A R E O R K N O W S O M E O N E WH O H A S .
O T H E R I M P O R T A N T S H A R E D GO A L S I N C L UD E C O V E R I N G P R E - E X I S T I N G C O N D I T I O N S A N D
COVERING LONG-TERM CARE.
Of the nine goals for improving health care tested in this survey, 85 percent or more of
Americans say that each is very or somewhat important to them. In fact, there are five
goals that over 90 percent of Americans rate as very or somewhat important: making
health care more affordable for ordinary Americans, lowering the cost of prescription
drugs, making sure people with pre-existing medical conditions can get affordable
health insurance, covering long-term care for the elderly and disabled, and making
sure all communities have access to enough doctors and hospitals; see Figure 2.
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WHILE THESE GOALS ARE WIDELY SHARED ACROSS THE AMERICAN PUBLIC ,
DEMOCRATS EXPRESS PARTICULARLY HIGH CONCERN ABOUT AFFORDABILITY ,
IMPROVING ACCESS AND GETTING EVERYONE COVERED .
While vast majorities across all political affiliations rated every goal as at least somewhat
important, substantially more Democrats than Republicans rated all of them as very
important. Independents and apolitical individuals fall between the two major parties,
leaning slightly towards the Democratic perspective.
For example, 89 percent of Democrats rate making health care more affordable for
ordinary Americans as very important compared to 65 percent of Republicans who say
that goal is very important. Similarly, 84 percent of Democrats rate making sure that
lower-income people have about the same quality of basic health care as higherincome people as very important, but less than half, 48 percent, of Republicans say
that goal is very important.
More starkly, 84 percent of Democrats rate making sure all Americans have health
insurance coverage as very important but only 35 percent of Republicans say that goal
is very important.
Besides these differences by political affiliation, some other demographic groups view
certain goals as particularly important. For example, African Americans and Hispanic
Americans are more likely than white Americans to say that improving quality of care,
making sure all Americans have coverage, covering treatment for mental health and
addiction services, and ensuring lower-income Americans receive the same quality of
care are very important. People who have had a lot or some contact with the health
care system are more likely to say that making health care more affordable is very
important, both for ordinary Americans and for people with pre-existing conditions.

AFFORDABILITY IS JOB ONE .
The survey asked respondents to prioritize two goals from those they rated as very
important. Affordability emerged clearly as one of Americans’ biggest priorities. Forty
percent say making health care more affordable for ordinary Americans should be one
of the two top priorities, which is more than any other goal that this survey asked people
to consider; see Figure 3.
Lowering the cost of prescription drugs -- which also involves affordability -- and making
sure all Americans have health insurance coverage are the next two priorities that
Americans most commonly ranked among their top two issues.
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ABOUT HALF OF AMERICANS SAY THAT THEY OR SOMEONE THEY KNOW HAS
EXPERIENCED SERIOUS FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES DUE TO HEALTH CARE COSTS .
One potential factor driving people’s desire to make health care more affordable: 53
percent of Americans have personally experienced or know someone who has
experienced serious financial difficulties due to health care costs.
About 60 percent of households earning less than $100,000 report experiencing serious
financial difficulties due to health care costs or knowing someone who has. But even
among those with household incomes of $100,000 and more, 42 percent report direct
experience with financial difficulties from health care or know someone who has.
Several other groups are more likely to experience those financial difficulties or to know
someone who has: younger Americans (ages 18 to 34) (61 percent) and part-time
workers (65 percent).
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Focus group participants spoke about the financial burdens that health care costs
have placed on them and the people they know:
“I worked for thirty years until last year when I retired. Getting on Medicare and all the supplemental
packages was a serious wakeup call. Because now I’m paying for it.” – Baltimore, MD; in his 60s; White;
Republican
“The thing that sticks out for me is the cost of medications. It’s just ridiculous. I know that a lot of
research goes into it. But people are struggling these days. There are things that you need, sometimes
people go without because they just can’t afford it.” – Baltimore, MD; in his 50s; White; Independent
“I have a granddaughter that’s totally disabled and she gets Medicaid. I think Medicaid is a great thing. My
problem is it’s just over-administered. If you look at the administration cost for the program and you
would just take some of that money and put it back into taking care of the people that need it, it would be
a lot less expensive on us taxpayers. I’d like to see that money given to the people that need it.” – Earth
City, MO; in his 70s; White; Republican
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FINDING 3:

T H E S UR V E Y A S K E D P E O P L E T O C O N S I D E R FO UR A P P R O A C H E S T O
H E A L T H C A R E R E FO R M . O F T H O S E , A P UB L I C O P T I O N - T Y P E P L A N I S S UP P O R T E D B Y A
M A J O R I T Y O F D E M O C R A T S WH I L E R E P UB L I C A N S A R E S P L I T O N I T . A M E D I C A R E FO R A L L T Y P E P L A N I S A L S O P O P UL A R WI T H D E M O C R A T S B UT O P P O S E D B Y M O S T R E P UB L I C A N S . A
M A R K E T B A S E D A P P R O A C H A P P E A L S T O A B O UT H A L F O F R E P UB L I C A N S A N D A P L UR AL I T Y
O F D E M O C R A T S . G I V I N G S T A T E S M O R E R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y FO R H E A L T H C A R E GA RN E R S T H E
L E A S T S UP P O R T O V E R A L L .
The survey presented people with four plans for improving the nation’s health care
system. In describing the plans to respondents, the survey avoided politicization or
trigger words in order to understand Americans’ views on the plans’ substance. Each
plan is roughly analogous to policy ideas currently being debated: a public option,
Medicare for All, a market-based approach and shifting more responsibility for health
care to state governments.
Almost half of Americans support three of those plans -- the public option-type plan,
Medicare for All-type plan and a market-based approach. Only about a third of
Americans support a plan that would shift more responsibility for health care to state
governments. For each, about a quarter of Americans do not know whether they
support it or not, suggesting a substantial opportunity for people’s opinions about
improving health care to evolve as they learn more.
The four plans people responded to in the survey are:
•

•

•

Public option-type plan: 48 percent of Americans say they would support a plan
that the survey described as follows: “One idea would create a new federal
health insurance program that gives people a new option beyond what’s
currently available in the private insurance marketplace. Any adult could buy
into the program on a sliding scale (those with less money pay less, those with
more money pay more).”
Market-based plan: 46 percent of Americans say they would support a plan that
the survey described as follows: “One idea would use tax incentives to
encourage people to save money for their health needs. It would also require
doctors and hospitals to post prices clearly so people can shop for the best deal,
and it would deregulate insurance companies to spur development of new, lowcost options like short-term, minimal-coverage, or high-deductible policies.”
Medicare for All-type plan: 45 percent of Americans say they would support a
plan that the survey described as follows: “One idea would create a single
federal health insurance program that automatically covers all Americans,
replacing all private and employer-provided insurance. This program would be
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•

completely free for individuals and families; instead, it would be paid for through
taxes.”
State-based plan: 36 percent of Americans say they would support a plan that
the survey described as follows: “One idea would shift more responsibility,
resources and authority for health care reform from the federal government to
the states. State policymakers could then decide on the reforms that would
make the most sense for their residents.”

JUST UNDER HALF OF AMERICANS SUPPORT A PUBLIC OPTION -TYPE PLAN .
DEMOCRATS SUPPORT IT MORE STRONGLY THAN INDEPENDENTS AND APOLITICALS ,
WHILE REPUBLICANS ARE DIVIDED OVER IT .
The public option-type plan is fairly popular with Democrats -- 61 percent of them would
support or probably support it. Republicans are almost evenly split between whether to
support it, aside from the quarter of Republicans who say they do not have enough
information to say. Somewhat more Independents support a public option-type plan
than oppose it. A narrow plurality of apoliticals also support this plan, but an almost
equal share of them say they do not have enough information to give an opinion; see
Figure 4.
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A MARKET-BASED PLAN ATTRACTS SUPPORT FROM 46 PERCENT OF AMERICANS,
INCLUDING SLIM MAJORITIES OF REPUBLICANS AND INDEPENDENTS AND A PLURALITY
OF D EMOCRATS .
A market-based plan -- including tax incentives for health savings accounts, transparent
pricing and deregulation of insurance plans -- attracts modest support from just over
half of Republicans and Independents, although their support for this plan does not rise
to the level of Democrats’ support for either the public option-type or Medicare for Alltype plans. A plurality of Democrats also supports a market-based plan; see Figure 5.

Beyond political affiliation, those with a household income below $50,000 are less likely
to support this plan (37 percent support) compared to wealthier people (53 percent
support it among those with household incomes at or above $100,000). Americans with
a college degree are more likely to support it (54 percent) than those without a degree
(43 percent).
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OVERALL, 45 PERCENT OF AMERICANS SUPPORT A MEDICARE FOR ALL-TYPE PLAN ,
INCLUDING MOST D EMOCRATS AND A PLURALITY OF APOLITICALS . MOST
REPUBLICANS AND A PLURALITY OF INDEPENDENTS ARE NOT SUPPORTIVE .
A Medicare for all-type plan is popular with Democrats – 65 percent of them say they
would support or probably support it, as would a plurality of apolitical people. But this
approach does not sit well with a majority of Republicans, 61 percent of whom say they
would not support it. Half of Independents also would not support it; see Figure 6.

Younger and middle-aged Americans ages 18 to 54 (51 percent) support a Medicare
for all-type plan more than those older than 55 (35 percent). African Americans (54
percent) and Hispanic Americans (60 percent) are more likely to support a Medicare
for All-type plan than white Americans (39 percent). There is more support for it among
those living in urban (48 percent) and suburban (46 percent) areas compared to those
living in rural areas (33 percent).
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A Medicare for all-type plan is especially popular among people who think the health
care system needs major changes or a complete redesign (54 percent of them support
it) while only 30 percent support it among those who think the system needs only minor
or no changes.
Medicare for All was a subject of lively conversation in the focus groups, where
participants wrestled with the implications and tradeoffs of that idea, including its
potential to get more people covered, its impact on people’s finances, and concerns
about choice, freeloaders and fairness.
“If you make it Medicare for everyone? I don’t know. Maybe everything will change because everyone’s
on the same plan.” – Dallas, TX; in her 30s; Black; Independent
“Forcing everyone into a program? It’s a terrible idea. I would not want to be forced into a government
program. I would have no choice. I think there would have to be some rationing just because of the
number of people that are in the system. I do think we would have less options.” – Baltimore, MD; in his
60s; White; Independent
“I do think it would be more beneficial for our country to have universal insurance because we would be
more productive. We would make more money.” – Dallas, TX; in her 30s; White; Republican
“I’m a capitalist at heart. I’m conflicted on this because I believe if everybody could have insurance, we
would save so much money from an employer’s standpoint. I’m not going to sit here and say I wish all
medicine was socialized. But, when you really look at it, Medicare is socialized. I really don’t know how
we’re going to get there but, we need to figure it out real fast.” – Dallas, TX; in her 70s; White; Republican
“I definitely want everybody to have health care. But I don’t think that the people who have worked and
managed their money well should have to support the people who choose not to. There are people who
can’t work. But there are people who just work the system and it’s not fair for the ones of us who have
worked to have to take care of the ones who choose not to.” – Dallas, TX; in her 70s; White; Republican

Participants also expressed a sentiment that Public Agenda researchers routinely hear
in focus groups on health care: that politicians have better insurance than ordinary
people and that politicians should be forced to experience the same frustrating,
expensive insurance coverage that their constituents do.3
“I’m in favor of Medicare for All if the senators and all the big shots get on Medicare also. They are saying
Medicare for All but they have their own thing. They should be on it and experience what it’s like.” – Earth
City, MO; in his 70s; White; Republican

3

David Schleifer, Antonio Diep, and Will Friedman, “Where Americans See Eye to Eye on Health Care” (New York:
Public Agenda, 2018), https://www.publicagenda.org/reports/where-americans-see-eye-to-eye-on-health-care/.
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THE IDEA OF SHIFTING MORE RESPONSIBILITY FOR HEALTH CARE TO STATES DOES NOT
ATTRACT MAJORITY SUPPORT FROM ANY POLITICAL AFFILIATION .
People’s views are tepid on the idea of shifting more responsibility, resources and
authority for health care reform from the federal government to the states. Overall, only
a third of Americans support it. While just under half of Republicans support this idea, a
plurality of Independents would not support it. Democrats are more divided, with
around a third saying they would support it and slightly more saying they would not; see
Figure 7.
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A QUARTER OF AMERICANS SAY THEY DO NOT KNOW ENOUGH TO EXPRESS AN
OPINION ABOUT EACH PLAN , MEANING THAT THERE IS ROOM FOR PEOPLE TO LEARN
MORE ABOUT HEALTH CARE REFORM .
Around a quarter of Americans do not know how they feel about each of the four
plans that the survey posed; see Figure 8. This suggests that their opinions could evolve,
especially if they have opportunities to learn about these and other options for
improving health care, emphasizing the importance of public engagement that builds
on the places where common ground on health care exists.
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F INDING 4:

A S P E O P L E GR A P P L E WI T H T H E F O UR A P P R O A C H E S , C O M M O N GR O UN D
O N P R O T E C T I N G P E O P L E WI T H P R E - E X I S T I N G C O N D I T I O N S E M E R GE S S T R O N GL Y .
D E M O C R A T S A R E M O R E C O M FO R T A B L E WI T H US I N G T A X I N C R E A S E S T O FUN D H E A L T H
C A R E A N D WI T H A LA R GE R R O L E FO R T H E FE D E R A L GO V E R N M E N T T H A N R E P UB L I C A N S A R E ,
WH I L E R E P UB L I C A N S P A R T I C UL A R L Y V A L UE C O N S UM E R C H O I C E .

As people weigh the potential implications of four plans for improving health care, their
responses reinforce the importance of protecting people with pre-existing conditions. Any
approach to health care reform that fails to protect pre-existing conditions may face popular
backlash.
There are some partisan differences regarding the role of taxation and the size of the federal
government in addressing perceived problems, suggesting that national conversations about
improving health care will need to address this disparity in opinion. Tradeoffs between choice
and complexity may also shape partisan differences of opinion on how to improve health care.
Most Americans value preserving or increasing consumer choice, but Republicans especially
value it, while Democrats may be more willing to sacrifice a degree of consumer choice if it
means reducing complexity. Working through these differences could help cut through conflict
over how to achieve Americans’ goals for health care.
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AMERICANS AGREE ACROSS PARTIES ON PROTECTING PEOPLE WITH PRE -EXISTING
CONDITIONS .
The survey finds several examples of the importance people place on making sure
those with pre-existing conditions are not disadvantaged. For example, pluralities of
Republicans and apolitical individuals, and majorities of Democrats and Independents
would be more likely to support a public option-type plan if they knew it protected preexisting conditions, regardless of their initial support for a public-option; see Figure 9.

We saw the same pattern in relation to the other three plans: if a plan would protect
people with pre-existing conditions, pluralities across parties are more likely to support it.
If a plan would not protect those with pre-existing conditions, pluralities across parties
are less likely to support it.
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DEMOCRATS ARE MORE COMFORTABLE THAN REPUBLICANS WITH USING TAX
INCREASES TO FUND HEALTH CARE .
Democrats do not appear to be enthusiastic about tax increases or larger government.
For instance, pluralities of Democrats as well as majorities of Republicans and
Independents say that they are more likely to support the market-based plan if it would
not affect anyone’s taxes or increase the size of a federal agency.
But Democrats do seem to be more comfortable than other political affiliations with
using tax increases, particularly on high-income people, to fund health care reforms. For
example, 57 percent of Democrats say they would be more likely to support the public
option-type plan if it increased taxes for high-income people but only 19 percent of
Republicans would be more likely to support it if it had those tax implications; see Figure
10.
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Democrats are even somewhat comfortable with increasing taxes for both high-income
and middle-class Americans if it will get them the kind of health care they want. A
plurality of Republicans and Independents would be less likely to support a Medicare
for All-type plan if it has those tax implications, but that tradeoff does not dissuade a
plurality of Democrats; see Figure 11.
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DEMOCRATS ARE MORE COMFORTABLE THAN REPUBLICANS WITH A LARGER ROLE
FOR THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN HEALTH CARE .
In considering the implications of the four plans, Republicans clearly express their
preferences for smaller federal government. Democrats do not favor increases to the
size of the federal government per se; rather, they seem indifferent to them, while
Independents are generally split.
For example, if the public option type-plan would “somewhat increase” the size of a
federal agency, 45 percent of Republicans say they would be less likely to support it.
Meanwhile, 48 percent of Democrats indicate that an increase in the size of the federal
government would have no impact on their views of the public option-type plan; see
Figure 12.

Similarly, if the Medicare for All-type plan would “significantly increase” the size of an
existing federal agency, most Republicans and a plurality of Independents would be
less likely to support it. Again, however, a plurality of Democrats say their support would
be unchanged.
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While the survey focused especially on the size of the federal government, focus group
participants also raised a variety of other concerns as they considered the implications
of a larger role for the federal government in delivering health care.
“The government’s already deeply in debt. There is so much government waste. And that just really irks
me. If we didn’t have so much government and waste, so much needless spending, we could afford to
implement a new government plan similar to Medicare.” – New Rochelle, NY; in his 60s; White;
Independent
“This is a great option in theory but there’s a lack of transparency in how our money is being spent. We
would love for everybody to have health care. But what does that mean for the rest of us? What are we
sacrificing as a whole? When you’re putting a lot of money into one pot like this, everybody should have
a chance to understand what they’re paying for.” – Baltimore, MD; in her 30s; Asian; Independent
“I think the government would help to just kind of level-set what procedures and things should be costing.
Why can’t it be standardized? I feel like if the government does step in, it would be helpful if they at least
made it a standard of care and standard price for things.” – Dallas, TX; in her 30s; White; Republican
“The only thing I would be afraid of is that the government has religious or moral reasons to hold back
care, like in the AIDS crisis. In that sense, I’m not comfortable with government. At the same time, I’m not
sure if there’s a better system.” – Dallas, TX; in his 20s; Latino; Democrat
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MOST PEOPLE VALUE PRESERVING OR INCREASING CONSUMER CHOICE IN HEALTH
CARE -- PARTICULARLY REPUBLICANS . D EMOCRATS SEEM MORE WILLING TO
SACRIFICE CONSUMER CHOICE IF IT MEANS REDUCING THE COMPLEXITY OF THE
SYSTEM.
Across partisan affiliations, most Americans appreciate consumer choice in health care
(e.g., being able to keep their doctors and to choose among providers). For example,
when considering the public option-type plan, nearly two-thirds say they would be
more likely to support it if they could have the same choice of doctors as they have
today, including two-thirds of Republicans, Democrats, Independents and half of
apoliticals; see Figure 13.
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Under the market-based plan, partisan differences are more apparent when
respondents consider if people could decide for themselves whether to get health
insurance, what kind of insurance to buy and how much coverage they need.
Majorities or pluralities across political affiliations would be more likely to support the
market-based plan if it allowed for that kind of consumer choice. But that degree of
choice is significantly more appealing to Republicans than it is to Democrats,
Independents, and apoliticals; see Figure 14.
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The strength of Republicans’ desire for choice is particularly apparent when people
consider a tradeoff between choice and complexity. A majority of Democrats and
pluralities of Independents and apoliticals would be more likely to support the Medicare
for All-type plan if it would make the health care system simpler by creating a single
insurance provider. But a plurality of Republicans indicates that they would be less likely
to support the Medicare for All-type plan if it limited consumer choice; see Figure 15.
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S UMMARY AND I MPLICATIONS :
FO R O N

T H E C O N V E R S A T I O N S A M E R I C A N S A R E R E AD Y

HEALTH CARE

This Hidden Common Ground research suggests that there is a strong foundation for a
fruitful public conversation on health care and provides direction for framing, focusing
and informing the conversation so it has the best chance of achieving what the
American people want.
Proof that shared priorities are in place for productive conversation is evident in several
findings, starting with the fact that health care is an issue that the American public
cares about. It is very hard to engage the public on a topic if it is not a strongly felt
priority. The findings make it clear that people are highly concerned about this issue.
This is evident in the shared and strong agreement across political affiliations and
demographic groups that significant changes to the system are badly needed. Barely
anyone is arguing for a continuation of the status quo. Instead, people are ready for
change toward a system that better aligns with their needs and values.
That health care is a bottom-line issue for the nation as well as for individuals and
families makes it an even riper issue for public conversation. Nationally, health care
spending accounts for nearly 18 percent of the federal budget and nearly 18 percent
of gross domestic product.4 On a state level, Medicaid alone accounts for nearly 30
percent of all state government spending.5 For families as well as government, high
health care spending contributes to debt and crowds out other priorities.
Finally, there is shared agreement among the public on where the health care system
needs to improve. These include making it more affordable, covering pre-existing
conditions and long-term care, and making sure all communities have access to
doctors and hospitals.
The widely shared agreement on the need for substantial change and on the goals to
be achieved provide a foundation for the conversation that is most needed today,
which is on the means for achieving the results that a strong majority of Americans
want.
This research uncovered ideological partisan leanings or natural “comfort zones,”
regarding how to change the health care system. For example, Democrats tend to be

4

Peterson-KFF Health System Tracker, “Health Spending and the Economy” (Peterson Center on Healthcare and
Kaiser Family Foundation, 2018), https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/indicator/spending/health-expendituregdp/.
5 NASBO, “State Expenditure Report” (National Association of State Budget Officers, 2019),
https://www.nasbo.org/reports-data/state-expenditure-report.
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more comfortable with a larger federal government while Republicans tend to be more
resistant to taxes. But these differences do not constitute major gaps between the
parties in the survey data -- nor did heated arguments erupt in the focus groups, which
included participants from a range of political affiliations. We believe there is room for
conversation and compromise on these differences so long as the goals Americans
agree on are front and center.
The data also suggest that the opinions of many Americans on health care are not set
in stone. A quarter of Americans say they do not yet know enough to have an opinion
about the various plans tested in this survey. Furthermore, we found that people
themselves say that their support for various health care reform plans may change as
they consider the implications of those plans. This signals substantial room for people’s
views to evolve as they learn and deliberate, suggesting a crucial role for the news
media in bringing forth the best evidence on what works to achieve America’s shared
health care goals.
Finally, the research suggests that people will be best able to engage productively on
health care solutions if the debate can be stripped of politicized language and focus
squarely on solutions as much as possible. This is how the Hidden Common Ground
research approaches health care and other issues. Our survey questions use plain
language rather than political jargon. We believe doing so provides a more accurate
read of what people actually want and where lasting support lies than if we frame
questions in the kind of partisan language so common in national politics today.
The focus, then, should be less on ideology and more on what, practically speaking, will
deliver on the goals driven by public consensus. We believe such a conversation can
energize what has been called the “exhausted middle” of the American public with
respect to making progress on health care and create hope and forward momentum
toward the future that people really want for themselves, their families, their
communities and the nation.6

T AKING THE P ULSE: W HERE AMERICANS AGREE ON IMPROVING HEALTH CARE
A Hidden Common Ground Report from

6

Hawkins, Stephen, Daniel Yudkin, Míriam Juan-Torres, and Tim Dixon. Hidden Tribes: A Study of America’s
Polarized Landscape. New York: More in Common, 2019. Accessed January 2020. https://hiddentribes.us/
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A BOUT PUBLIC A GENDA
Public Agenda is a nonpartisan research and public engagement
organization dedicated to a healthy, just, and effective democracy. We
support informed citizens, engaged communities, and responsive public
institutions. We also elevate diverse voices, build common ground and foster
progress on issues of concern to the American public. These include K-12
education, higher education, health care, economic opportunity, and
democracy. Find Public Agenda online at PublicAgenda.org, on Facebook at
facebook.com/PublicAgenda and on Twitter at @PublicAgenda.

A BOUT USA TODAY
Founded in 1982, USA TODAY reflects the pulse of the nation, serving as host of
the American conversation by delivering high-quality, engaging content
through unique visual storytelling across all platforms. A media innovator, USA
TODAY reaches nearly 100 million unique visitors each month across digital
platforms, with more than 125 million downloads of its award-winning app.
USA TODAY also remains the nation’s number one newspaper and is owned
by Gannett Co., Inc. (NYSE: GCI).
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The Kettering Foundation is a nonprofit operating foundation rooted in the
American tradition of cooperative research. Established in 1927 by inventor
Charles F. Kettering, the foundation is a 501(c)(3) organization that does not
make grants but engages in joint research with others. The interpretations and
conclusions in this publication represent the views of the authors. They do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Charles F. Kettering Foundation, its
directors, or its officers. More information may be found at www.kettering.org.
A BOUT N ATIONAL ISSUES FORUM
Based in Dayton, Ohio, the National Issues Forums Institute (NIFI) is a nonprofit,
nonpartisan organization that serves to promote public deliberation about
difficult public issues. Its activities include publishing the issue guides and other
materials used by local forum groups, encouraging collaboration among
forum sponsors, and sharing information about current activities in the
network.
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brothers John S. and James L. Knight once published newspapers. Its goal is to
foster informed and engaged communities, which the Foundation believes are
essential for a healthy democracy. For more, visit kf.org.
A BOUT THE CHARLES KOCH FOUNDATION
The Charles Koch Foundation supports research, educational programs, and
civil discourse to advance an understanding of how people can best live
together in peace and prosperity. The Foundation provides grants to support a
wide range of inquiry on issues including criminal justice and policing reform,
free speech and open inquiry, foreign policy, economic opportunity, and those
addressed through its Courageous Collaborations initiative among others.
A BOUT THE R OCKEFELLER B ROTHERS FUND
Founded in 1940, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund advances social change that
contributes to a more just, sustainable, and peaceful world. The RBF’s
grantmaking is organized around three themes: Democratic Practice,
Peacebuilding, and Sustainable Development. Through its grantmaking, the
Fund supports efforts to expand knowledge, clarify values and critical choices,
nurture creative expression, and shape public policy.
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